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CALL FOR THE NEXT ISSUE

Articles / research papers, creative write-ups and book reviews related to English language and
literature are invited for the next September 2022 issue.
Current English Review (CER) is a peer reviewed research journal. Author's name should appear
on the home page only. The reviewer's name is withheld from the author and the author's name
from the reviewer. Please cover any personal acknowledgements separately to the main text to
facilitate anonymous peer review. Each manuscript is reviewed by at least two referees. All
manuscripts are reviewed as early as possible, and an editorial decision is generally reached
within 9-12 weeks of submission by the author. The decision of the Editor / Editorial Board is
final. The Board has the right to condense or make necessary changes in the research papers.
Guidelines for Authors
1. Soft copies of articles/research papers (in 3000 words), Reports (in 500 words) Book-Reviews

(in 500-600) words, language games/activities (in 300-400 words) should be sent along
with a brief resume in about 25-30 words to the Editor.

2. A brief Abstract (maximum 250 words) should be provided along with 5-10 keywords.
Manuscripts should be typed double-spaced on one side only on A4 paper with a 3 cm
margin all round. Pages should be numbered consecutively throughout. A cover sheet should
include author(s) name(s), affiliation, full postal address and email address, telephone
numbers where possible. Manuscript (ideally as one single file with figures and tables included
in the body of the text) in MS Word format by email attachment can be emailed to
editorcer@chaitanya.edu.in and cduwarangal@gmail.com

3. No more than three levels of subheadings should be used; the first two levels should be
numbered 1, 1.1, 1.2, 2, 2.1, and so on. Spelling should follow that of the Oxford English
Dictionary. Endnotes, not footnotes, should be used. Quoted words or sections in running
text should be in single quotes with double quotes within. Passages of more than 50 words
should be indented. Please avoid the generic 'he' and the authorial 'we' (for 'I').

4. Articles should subscribe to the latest MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers (IX
Edition, May 2021, available on Amazon Prime for $8). The papers should be critical,
original, analytical, scholarly and comprehensive.

5. Copyright and permissions: Unless otherwise agreed, it is the author's responsibility to
acquire permissions for material for which they are not the copyright owners. This usually
includes all extracts over 400 words, figures, tables, photographs, drawings, etc. Even very
short extracts of poetry may need permission. Please bear in mind that just because text and
images can be accessed freely on the Internet, it does not mean that they are free from
Copyright. If in doubt, please contact the editor before submitting a final manuscript.

6. Funding: CJES requires all authors to acknowledge their funding in a consistent fashion
under a separate heading in the Declaration as: This research received no specific grant
from any funding agency in the public, commercial, or not-for-profit sectors.

7. Contributors should submit a declaration that the paper is original, does not violate copyright
law and has not been published earlier in any form.

8. The final version of any manuscript submitted should be as far as possible in a publishable
form i.e. references should have been checked and updated. All editing mark-ups, track
changes, etc, should be turned off.

9. Soft copies of the proofs will be sent in PDF format to the corresponding author and they
should be returned promptly. Authors are reminded to check their proofs carefully to confirm
that all author information, including names, affiliations, sequence and contact details are
correct, and that Funding and Conflict of Interest statements, if any, are accurate. Please
note that if there are any changes to the author list (in case of multiple authors) at this stage
all authors will be required to complete and sign on a form authorising the change.
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10. Figures and tables: It is not always possible for figures, tables, maps, etc, to be positioned in
exactly the same place in the journal as they are in the manuscript. Hence, it is important
that they are all cited in the text. Unless arranged otherwise, all illustrations will be printed
in black-and-white, so artwork incorporating colours is not normally appropriate in a printed
copy. It is normally advisable to use shading or hatching rather than tints if it is possible.
Coloured tints will all come out as grey,  and even grey tints should normally be separated
by at least 20%, 40% black, etc.  The size of figures, and the type sizes used in them, should
be appropriate to the book in which they are to be printed. Larger artwork is acceptable, but
will be reduced to fit. Our preferred formats form aps and photographs are: .jpeg, .tiffor.
Most programs give 'Save As' or 'Export'  options into these formats. The resolution is an
important consideration, as this needs to be at least 300 dpi for printing purposes.

11. References: References in the text of an article should be by the author's name and year of
publication, as in these examples: Rajeshwar (2021) in a paper on ... [commonest version];
Rajeshwar and Damodar (2020c:33) state that ... [where page number is required]; Evidence
is given by Rajeshwar et. al. (2021) ... [for three or more authors]. Further exploration of
this issue may be found in many sources (e.g. Chari & Damodar, 2021; Deepa, 2018;
Purushotham, 2017a) [note alphabetical order, use of '&' and semi-colons].

12. All references cited in the text must be included in a reference list at the end of the manuscript,
and vice versa. Most author corrections at copy-editing and proof stage are connected to
incorrect referencing. All these things should be checked thoroughly before submitting the
manuscript. References in the bibliography should be set out as follows: Sridhar, Madabhusi
(2013). The Deccan Chronicle. November 22, 2013.

13. Authorship: All parties who have made a substantive contribution to the article should be
listed as authors. Principal authorship, authorship order, and other publication credits should
be based on the relative or professional contributions of the individuals involved, regardless
of their status. A student is usually listed as principal author on any multiple-authored
publication that substantially derives from the student's thesis or dissertation.

14. Acknowledgements: All contributors who do not meet the criteria for authorship should be
listed in a section designated 'Acknowledgements'. Examples of those who might be
acknowledged include a person who provided purely technical help, or a department chair
who provided only general support.

15. Information required for completing the submission: The author(s) are expected to provide
contact details and academic affiliations for all co-authors via the submission system and
identify who is to be the author for correspondence. These details must match what appears
on the manuscript. At this stage please ensure that all the required statements and declarations
and uploaded any additional supplementary files (including reporting guidelines where
relevant) have been included.

Postal address to send the books for review: Prof G. Damodar, Editor, CER, Department of
English, Chaitanya (Deemed to be University), Hanamkonda, Warangal 506 001, Telangana
State. editorcer@chaitanya.edu.in. Donations of books / journals / cash / gifts are welcome and
will be officially and gratefully acknowledged.

The editor reserves right to reprint / reproduce the papers / submissions in any form. The printed
journal is for restricted circulation only. However, the soft copy of the CER will be made available
on Academia.edu / Archive.org / Research Gate.net / Scribd.com / Authorea.com. The opinions
expressed by the authors are their own. The editor is not responsible for them. All disputes
concerning the journal shall be settled in the Court at Hanamkonda District, Telangana State,
India.

Deadline for submission of articles and books for review for the second issue:
June 30, 2022.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQs) about
CHAITANYA (DEEMED TO BE UNIVERSITY) (CDU)

Please visit daily our
Instagram

https://instagram.com/cdu_official?igshid=1vply2l1xvkak
Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/CHAITANYADeemedToBeUniversity/?ti=as
Website www.chaitanya.edu.in

1. When was the Institution established?
In 1991 by Founder and Chancellor, Dr Ch. V. Purushotham Reddy. It has got 30 year-old
track record now. It proudly completed its Silver Jubilee in 2015. It was included in 2(f) of
UGC in 1997, and 12(b) of UGC in 1998. It was accorded Autonomous Status in 2007, the
first private college in entire Telangana area.The Universiy is located at Kishanpura,
Hanamkonda District, Telangana State 506 001.

2. When was CDU inaugurated?
The UGC & the MHRD approved Chaitanya (Deemed to be University) on November 29,
2019. It was inaugurated by His Excellency, the Governor of Himachal Pradesh, Sri Bandaru
Dattatreya, on September 2, 2020.

3. What are the unique features of CDU?
Chaitanya has been meeting the ever-growing needs of students for the last three decades. It
currently boasts of a student population of 5675 and offers the latest and a vibrant curriculum
areas. Here is a glimpse of its core competencies.
1. MoUs with TCS & IBM for Industry Integrated Courses.
2. Embedded Apprenticeship Program is offered in final year.
3. "A" Graded College by NAAC for three cycles consecutively.
4. Star College Status to seven Departments by Ministry of ST & DBT, Govt of India.
5. Recognized as "College with Potential for Excellence" (CPE) by UGC.
6. First Autonomous Status College among private institutions in Telangana.
7. Winner of the JKC Outstanding Performance Award.
8. Winner of Microsoft, CERTIFORT and JKC Outstanding Performance Award, 2011.
9. One of India's Best B Schools with AA+ Grade declared by Digital Learning Magazine.
10. Recognized as a College for Best Practices in MBA and MCA, 2018 by AICTE.
11. Introduced the latest system of At-Home-Exam™ and Chaitanya At-Home Library.
12. Introduced latest and job-oriented courses like Business Analytics, Data Science and

AI (Robotics) courses.
13. Research & Development Center to promote innovations and patents.
14. Facility for parents to view the performance and attendance of their wards with our

Chaitanya app and on our website: www.chaitanya.edu.in
15. Seminars are a part of our academic curriculum.
16. All M.Sc. students undertake Community Service and Project Work as part of their

curriculum.
17. Paper/Poster presentation in Conferences is compulsory for all P.G. students.
18. Encouraging large number of foreign students for admissions.
19. The Management encourages meritorious students admitted in the Institution with

freeships, fee waiver to Alumni children.
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20. Award of Gold Medals to University Degree Toppers and First Rankers in all PG courses.
21. Our staff has seventeen Patents granted and publications to their credit. There are 71

staff members with Ph.D. degree.
22. All our students who joined our collaborated universities in the USA got Visas and H1.
23. All 141 Ph.D Scholars have regular weekly / fortnightly Review Meetings with their

Supervisors and submit their Monthly Progress Reports. Within ten months of joining
the Ph.D program, 54 Research Papers in referred journals were published by research
scholars.

24. Inculcating competitive spirit by recognizing the first five class-wise toppers.
25. Regular interactive Sessions with all students, parents and class representatives.

4. What is AT-HOME-EXAMTM ?
The University has devised its own unique At-Home-ExamTM, Online Assessment System
to save time, money and energy. Results can be announced more quickly in a fool-proof
way. The At-Home-ExamTM System has all the security features with absolutely no possibility
of impersonation, consultation, copying or time gap. If the candidates select At-Home-
ExamTM Option, they can take the test from their homes. The candidates need a Laptop or a
TAB with a working camera. AT-HOME-EXAMTM is based on the advances in online
proctoring software. The software makes it difficult for copying. Advanced auto proctoring
and live proctoring help prevent copy. Live proctors can help detect any suspicious behavior.
The University got it registered under Trade Mark on February 29, 2020.

5. What is CHAITANYA AT-HOME-LIBRARY?
As students do not have access to the physical library due to Pandemic, a Digital Library
called Chaitanya At-Home-Library was launched on June 19, 2021. It is a new initiative
with all prescribed e-books made available with the efforts of the Faculty on our University
Website and on Chaitanya App. Our Libraries are replete with many innumerable of titles
and volumes. The library subscribes to Regional, National and International journals, Online
journals, magazines and newspapers. The Library provides web-based information reference
service with Wi-Fi providing access to the rich databases from wide-ranging realms of
libraries across the world. Top priority is given to the requirements of the students. The
online journals and books available in digital library include N-List, IEEE Digital Library,
ACM Digital Library, SAGE, DELNET Membership and NDL Membership.

6. What are the details of the Entrance Test?
The tests will be conducted in three phases and the best score will be taken into consideration.
There are three options to appear for entrance examinations:
1. The candidate can select At-Home-ExamTM option.
2. At any nearest internet centre with camera facility chosen by the candidate.
3. At any one of the centres identified by the University.
Admission for Engineering, Pharmacy and Postgraduate courses are offered on the basis of
order of merit secured by the candidate at the Chaitanya Entrance Test (CET) or any other
entrance examination for Postgraduate courses recognized by UGC. Candidates seeking
admission into Ph.D programs should appear for Chaitanya Eligibility Test (CET) conducted
by the University.

7. MoUs
1. MoUs with four state-funded American Universities (Alabama, University, Virginia

Commonwealth University, Savannah State University and Eastern Michigan University
of America);

2. In India, MoU with TCS for the Introduction of "Academic Interphase Programs";
3. MoU with Indian Institute Chemical Technology (IICT) Hyderabad, and Council of

Scientific Industrial Research (CSIR) Lab, Government of India to offer nano technology
courses;
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